1. We understand that plenty of people are not registered to vote, but we are wondering if you are registered to vote?
   
   Yes ........................................................................... 100%

2. People are very busy and voting can take some time. How likely are you to vote in the current election?
   
   Definitely will vote .......................................................61%
   Probably will vote ........................................................6%
   Or, have you already voted ...........................................32%

3. When it comes to how you will cast your ballot, will you be voting in person on Election Day, or do you plan on voting early?
   
   In person on Election Day ..........................................59%
   Early ...........................................................................36%
   Unsure .........................................................................5%

4. Compared to previous presidential elections, are you more enthusiastic about voting than usual, or less enthusiastic?
   
   Very enthusiastic........................................................69%
   Somewhat enthusiastic..............................................18%
   Not really enthusiastic................................................7%
   Not at all enthusiastic.................................................6%

5. Generally speaking, do you consider yourself a Democrat, Republican, independent or something else?
   
   Democrat.....................................................................31%
   Independent/Other......................................................42%
   Republican..................................................................27%

6. If the election for president were held today, would you vote for:
   
   FULL SAMPLE:
   Donald Trump, the Republican.................................38%
   Joe Biden, the Democrat.............................................51%
   A minor party candidate.............................................4%
   Unsure at this time.....................................................8%

   AMONG CD2 VOTERS:
   Donald Trump, the Republican.................................42%
   Joe Biden, the Democrat.............................................46%
   A minor party candidate.............................................4%
   Unsure at this time.....................................................9%
Let’s switch to Maine’s Senate race. As you probably know, a ranked-choice process will be used. Who is your first choice -- Susan Collins the Republican, Sara Gideon the Democrat, Lisa Savage an independent, or Max Linn an independent?

Susan Collins, the Republican........................................43%
Sara Gideon, the Democrat............................................47%
Max Linn, an independent...............................................2%
Lisa Savage, an independent..........................................5%
Unsure.............................................................................4%

7. And who would be your second choice?

Susan Collins, the Republican........................................7%
Sara Gideon, the Democrat............................................7%
Max Linn, an independent..............................................16%
Lisa Savage, an independent.........................................37%
No second choice...........................................................33%

[IF RESPONDENT LIVES IN CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 1]

8. If the election for the U.S. House of Representatives was held today, would you vote for

Chellie Pingree, the Democrat......................................58%
Jay Allen, the Republican.............................................31%
Unsure at this time........................................................11%

[IF RESPONDENT LIVES IN CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 2]

9. If the election for the U.S. House of Representatives was held today, would you vote for

Jared Golden, the Democrat.........................................56%
Dale Crafts, the Republican..........................................31%
Unsure at this time........................................................13%

Below is a list of qualifications that a candidate might have. For each of the following items, please tell us which of the two options you would prefer.

10. Would you be more willing to support a candidate who has a great deal of experience in public life, or a candidate who promises to bring new ideas and energy into the office?

Great deal of experience.................................................46%
New ideas and energy....................................................54%
11. Would you be more willing to support a candidate who wants to find compromise solutions, or a candidate who will stick to the party platform?

Find compromise solutions...........................................87%
Stick to party platform...................................................13%

12. Would you be more willing to support a candidate who was born in Maine, or a candidate who is able to draw on perspective from other parts of the country?

Born in Maine. ..............................................................63%
Brings ideas from other parts of the country.................37%

13. Would you be more willing to support a candidate who lives near the more populated parts of southern Maine, or a candidate who has deep roots in northern rural areas?

From more populated areas......................................37%
Deep rural roots.........................................................63%

14. Which of the following best describes the type of community you live in?

City .................................................................18%
Rural area..............................................................48%
Somewhere in between a city and rural area……..34%

15. What is your age?

18 to 34.................................................................8%
35 to 44......................................................................15%
45 to 54......................................................................19%
55 to 65......................................................................25%
Over 65......................................................................33%

16. Gender

Male.................................................................48%
Female..............................................................52%

17. Which of the following best describes your race and ethnicity?

White, Non-Hispanic.................................................90%
Black, Non-Hispanic.................................................1%
Hispanic....................................................................0%
Asian...........................................................................0%
Other, Non-Hispanic.................................................3%
Two or more races, Non-Hispanic.........................1%
Two or more races, Hispanic................................0%
Refused .................................................................3%
18. What is the highest level of education you’ve completed?

- Some high school or less: 3%
- High school or equivalent: 24%
- Some college, but no degree: 20%
- Associate’s degree / Trade school degree: 16%
- Bachelor’s degree: 22%
- Graduate degree: 14%

19. Which of the following best describes your current employment status?

- Employed full-time: 35%
- Employed part-time: 8%
- Self-employed: 8%
- Not employed: 9%
- Not employed / Homemaker: 23%
- Student: 0%
- Refused: 15%

20. Congressional District

- CD1: 54%
- CD2: 46%

21. How many years do you think you’ve lived in Maine?

Sample Average: 44.3 years